OFFICE OF THE ASSESSING AUTHORITY COMMERCIAL TAXES CIRCLE – L,
JAMMU

NOTIFICATION

It has been reported by M/s Hyundai Electronics India Ltd. having its registered office at Channi Himmat, Jammu having TIN/CST No. 01401150674 that F Forms mentioned below have been lost and the matter stands published in the following newspapers.

1. Hindustan Times  
2. Kashmir Uzma (Urdu)

Dated : 10.09.2010

Hence the below noted F Forms are hereby declared as invalid for the purpose of subsection (4) of Section 8 of the CST Act 1958. Anybody fraudulently using the said F Forms will render himself liable for penal action as per law.

The person who finds these forms will please return the same to the undersigned.

No. of F Forms = 10
S. No. of F Forms = w147514 to w147523
Name & Address of the dealer = M/s Hyundai Electronics Channi Himmat, Jammu
Registration No. of the Dealer = 01401150674
Whether lost/stolen or destroyed = Lost
Address of the dealer to whom F Forms were issued = N/A

Assessing Authority,
Commercial Tax Officer,
Commercial Tax Circle (L)
Jammu.

Copy to the :-


No 1544-66(CTL)
At: 01-10-2010